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elements of ATA, is always adequate. While as Taussky shows [2j, the system

ATAX = ATb is more ill-conditioned than AX = b, this ill condition reflects

itself in a larger computing time but does not affect accuracy.

The system has been applied with success at the Canadian Armament Re-

search and Development Establishment on the ALWAC III machine. The cir-

cumstance was such that the routine for proper vectors was programmed prior to

that for matrix inversion. It was originally meant as a stop-gap measure but has

turned out to be a practical method of much merit.
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The Computation of Complex Proper Values and Vectors of a

Real Matrix with Application to Polynomials

Introduction. The power method for computing the largest real proper value

and corresponding proper vector of a real matrix A can with very minor adjust-

ments be applied to the complex proper values and vectors. A good exposition of

the power method may be found in von Mises and Pollaczek-Geiringer [4L

When applied to the companion matrix of a real polynomial the method yields

a real root or pair of complex roots of the polynomial. It turns out that in this

application the method is equivalent to Bernoulli's method, as was shown by

Aitken [IL Having obtained the root or roots of maximum modulus other roots

are usually obtainable by the elementary devices indicated below. The method

admits of easy programming on a digital computer. The program has been carried

out on the ALWAC III computer at the Canadian Armament Research and

Development Establishment and has turned out to be very practical indeed.

Method and Theory. Let A be an (r, r) real matrix with proper values Xi,

X2, • • •, Xr and corresponding column proper vectors Xi, x2, • • •, xr. It is assumed

that [Xi| ^ |X2| ^ |X3| ^ • • • ^ |Xr|. If any one of the X,- is not real its conjugate

appears among the remaining X, and the corresponding proper vectors are

conjugate. If r¡ is an arbitrary non-zero column vector with r components,

r] can be expressed in the form r¡ = cxxi + c2x2 + • • • + c¿cr. It follows that

17„ = An1\ = CiX^! + c2X2nx2 + ■ • • + cT\rnx,.

If | Xi | > | X21, then Xi is real and

Vn = Xin I CiXi + c2 ( -~ j   x2+ ■■■ + cr[-^J   xT\ ■

If Ci y* 0, the dominant term in rç„ is Xi"CiXi. Hence, for sufficiently large n,

ijn+i = Xi77„. It is ordinarily convenient at each stage to normalize r¡n so that the
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last component is 1. Accordingly putting rjn = col (yin), y2n> • • • yr-i, 1), the re-

lationship between ij„ and rjn+i is given by:

ttnyi"' + ar2y^ + • ■ ■ + ör.r-iyÄ + a„

-{onyiB) + anyin) + ■■■ + ai, r-iyf("_'i + air}
/in+1

- {a2iyiB) + anyP + ■■■ + a2,T-iyrn±i + a2r}
/in+1

-{or-i,iyin> + ar_i,2y2B) + • • • + a^r-iy^i + 3r_,,r}.

Mn+1

Here a,y is the (i, j) element of the matrix A, pn+l is a factor of proportionality

which makes the last component of t/„+i = 1, and the iteration is started using a

non-exceptional real vector r¡ = tjo with last component 1. The vector i\n converges

to the proper vector Xi and /i„+i converges to Xi.

In the case where |Xi| = |X2| > |Aa|, Xi 5* X2 the iteration (/) no longer con-

verges. This case occurs when either Xi = — X2 or when Xi and X2 form a conjugate

complex pair. We will assume the latter occurs. Put X2 = Xi and x2 = Xi. Although

the iteration (I) diverges it is still useful, as is shown by the following theorem.

Theorem. Let A be an (r, r) matrix with real entries and proper values Xi,

Xi, X3, X4, • • • Xr and corresponding proper vectors Xi, x\, x3, ■ • ■, x, such that Xi is

not real and | Xi | = | X\ | > X3 ^ X4 ^ • • • ^ Xr. Let pn+i be given by the iteration (I),

where (I) is started by means of a real, non-zero vector 770 which has 1 as its last

component. Then the sequence

! (Mn   —   Mtt+2)
"n   —   2Mn+l   ; .

(/in  —  Mn+l)

converges to a limit a. Furthermore, the sequence

(m„+i — lin+2)
<Tn  —  MnMn+1 ~~. ^~

(/in  —  /in+l)

converges to a limit p2 and the proper values Xi, Xi are given by a ± iß where

Proof. Let 170 = CiXi + C2X2 +••••+ ¿rXr- Then

Vn = MeiXi"xi + c2\2nx2 + • • • + crXrnxr}

where kn is a constant which makes the last component of r¡„ = 1. For sufficiently

large n all but the first two terms of the sum may be neglected. Let N be a specific

value of n sufficiently large so that vu — axi + 0x1 the neglected terms being

negligible. Since the vector Xi is only determined up to a constant factor we may

Mn+l  =

y[n+i)

(I)
yrn

ytV'
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replace xi by axi. With this convention 17^ = Xi + xi. Let £r be the last component

of x\. Since rjif has last component 1, %r + |r = 1. By the iteration (/) it follows

that 77AT+1 = Arjff/ntf+i = (X1X1 + \iXi)/nif+i. Also, since jjjv+i has last component

1, pB+i = Xifr + Xi|r = (Xifr + Xi£r)/(£r + &). Put Xi = a + iß = pe«, £r = ôe*.

Then nN+i = p cos (8 + 7). In the same way it follows that p.N+2 — p-:-r '
cos (0 + 7)

On eliminating 7 the relation p2 — 2pN+ip cos 0 + pn+ipir+2 = 0 is obtained. Re-

placing N by N + 1 yields p2 — 2p.N+2p cos 0 + p,N+2riN+3 = 0. Solving these

latter two equations, one obtains

.    .    1 ¡iN+iißN+X — pN+z)
a = p cos 0 =-■-

2 P-JV+1 — PN+2
"n+i;

Hn+iHn+2(p-n+î — HN+3)

P-N+l — MiV+2

—   CiV+1.

To solve the problem of determining Xi on a digital computer, the numbers

pn are first generated from the iteration (I) and then the vn and cr„ are computed

from the /i„. When successive values of v„ and an differ by less than the allowable

preassigned error the iterations are stopped and a and ß are given the values

a = vn+i, ß = "V(r„+i — vl+i. This algorithm for obtaining a, ß, and p is also dis-

cussed in Rutishauser [3] and Aitken [1].

A word of warning may be appropriate here. While theoretically the v„ and

<r„ converge, it may happen in practice that rounding off errors in computed

values of these will leave the magnitude of the difference of successive values

greater than the preassigned error. Hence, if the computation continues for too

long a time it may be necessary to print out a few consecutive values of v„ and

<r„ and examine the differences.

In the case of complex proper values, there may be no occasion to ob-

tain the corresponding proper vectors, but the computation presents no diffi-

culty. Having computed Xi the vector Xi may be obtained from the equation

xi = k(ntf+ivx+i — XiT7„) where k is a constant of proportionality.

Application to Polynomials. Let /(x) = xr + cixr + c2xr_2 + • • • + cT = 0

have roots Xi, X2, • ■ -, Xr such that [Xi| ^ \\¿\ • ■ ■ ̂  |Xr|. The companion matrix

A =

0

0

1

0
0

1

0

0

• 0

• 0
• 0

L      Cr, Cr_i, Cr—2,      — c2 — Ci

has proper values Xi, X2, ■ • •, Xr. The computation method here described will

yield either a single real root or a pair of complex roots. Further roots of /(x) = 0

may be obtained by various devices. For instance the matrix A + kl has proper

values Xi + k, X2 + k, • • ■ Xr + k. It may well happen that | Xi + k \ is not the

largest of the numbers |Xi + k\, |X2 + k\, ■ ■ -, |Xr + k\. In this case, another

root or pair of roots of /(x) = 0 is obtained. If Xi is real the choice k = — Xi is
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certain to yield further roots. If Xi = Xi are a pair of conjugate complex roots,

taking k = — real part of Xi will minimize | Xi + k | and will possibly yield further

roots. By forming the polynomial g(x) = xr/( - ) one obtains the roots of mini-

mum modulus of fix). These devices have the advantage that the precision ob-

tained in any new root is independent of the errors in previously obtained roots.

It is only after these devices have become exhausted, that it may become neces-

sary to remove from /(x) factors corresponding to computed roots.

Concluding Remarks. The method described here fails only in the case where

/(x) has more than one pair of roots of the same maximum modulus (e.g., the

equation xr — 1 = 0). It could be refined without difficulty to take in these more

general cases, as indeed was done by Rutishauser [3] and Aitken [1]. The results

are considerably more complicated in form and it is doubtful if they have any

practical value.
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A Method of Inverting Large Matrices of Special Form

1. Introduction. A method is suggested to invert large matrices, Mn, of the

form

0
0

-Pn

an

in which the elements are themselves special square matrices. The diagonal

elements, a„ are symmetric matrices. The minus signs are not required; they

were a convenience in the particular problems we studied. This type of matrix

arises, e.g., in the least-square fitting of survey data or in the difference equation

approximation, to some common partial differential equations.

The method suggested takes advantage of the special properties of the large

matrix and involves only algebraic operations and inversions of matrices the size

of the elements. It is thus particularly applicable for use by "medium" sized

(1) Mn =

oto
-Pi

0
0

-P,

on
-P2

0

0 0
-P2       0

a2      — P3

— P3       a3

0 0 Pn


